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GitKrak0n Git Client?
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® INTUITIVE VISUAL INTERFACE

0 Clearly track code changes, revisions 8 Hide and solo branches in the
and commits to avoid overwriting or
disrupting workflow

C, Utilize Gitflow, LFS, Git Hooks,
Submodules and GPG Commit
Signing

8 Push, pull/fetch, branch,

stash, undo or redo with
1 click

commit graph to reduce visual
clutter
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8 Use Fuzzy Finder to search
commits/files and open
files/repos

0 Perform Git actions via

8 Use keyboard shortcuts to

8 Easily access multiple repos

0 Store Gia Boards in a tab to

drag-and-drop or with
right-click> context menu
by storing them in tabs

quickly navigate and
perform repo actions

quickly reference your tasks
and synced GitHub Issues

k9 BRANCHING & MERGING
8 Use the built-in merge tool to

0 Drag and drop to merge and
rebase branches. Utilize
Interactive Rebase mode for
greater control

resolve conflicts and edit the
output in app

8 Quickly open conflicts in one of
the many external merge tools
that are supported

</> BUILT-IN CODE EDITOR

8

0 Compare file changes with

Hunk, lnline or Split Diff View

See syntax highlighting
and a file mini map

8 Search within files and edit
files directly

0 GIT HOSTING INTEGRATIONS

0 GitHub.com + Enterprise

� Gitlab.com + Self-Hosted

0 Easily add and manage remote
repositories

a

Bitbucket.org + Server

O Azure DevOps

8 Create PRs and view the status,

assignees and reviewers without
leaving the client

8 Generate and configure
SSH keys

:;: AVAILABLE FOR OFFLINE ENVIRONMENTS

0 Installed on your servers for
use behind a firewall

8 LDAP/AD integration for easy
user license management

8 Full IT control over
release updates

0 GUARANTEED SUPPORT AND TRAINING RESOURCES
Documentation: https://support.gitkraken.com

Learning Git Resources: https://www.gitkraken.com/learn-git

GitKraken Training Resources: https://www.gitkraken.com/knowledge-center

